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Conflict
of Interest
Telescopes find a new
home
by Jobn Dykstra
and Melanie
Woldbuis
Construction is already underway on
a new home for Dordt's collection of
telescopes. The new building will be
located a few blocks off campus just
north of Professor Hodgson's home on
2nd Street.
Hodgson is supplying the land as
well as the electricity to run the new
building. And Dordt is paying the
$6200 necessary for construction.
The new construction is necessary
because of several problems with the
old buildings on campus. First of all,
lights on campus are too bright for
effective observation of dim objects.
Second, the roofs on these buildings
open upward, blocking out a large
portion of the sky both east and west
of the telescope. Third, the buildings
are too small, so much of the
equipment cannot be set up, and
students are crowded into the small
space. Finally, the buildings are
beginning to show rot and strain.

The new building,
especially
designed to hold Dordt's telescopes,
has four wings--each with a specific
focus. The largest telescope, with a
41cm diameter lens, will be near the
center. The west wing will contain a
31cm telescope; the south will hold 3
smaller refracting telescopes described
by Hodgson as "sort of like superbinoculars." And a high-tech 14 inch
Schmidt Camera, the largest of it s
type in Iowa and the surrounding area,
will be in the east wing. The north
wing will have a chart table and

various reference materials.
Another special feature of the
building will be a slide-off roof which
will allow for viewing in every
direction.
The building should be finished in
about one month, and all the
equipment should be ready for use
early next semester.
Hodgson
summed up his opinion about the new
building saying, "1 think it's going to
be a superior site."

by Teri Nikkel
Dordt's ripping us off!
This was the general consensus of
many Dordt students who found
themselves being charged extra on
their unpaid tuition accounts. While
students weren't excited to find
another bill in their mail boxes, there
was
even
more
unhappiness
concerning the. confusion on Dordt's
new interest policy.
This past summer, all Dordt students
received a letter on the new policy
regarding payment on student tuition
accounts. The letter asked that tuition
be paid in full at the time of
registration.
However. there were
exceptions to the rule which allowed
some accounts to be paid later in the
semester. The letter also stated that
"inlerest at the rate of 12% annual or
1% monthly will be charged on all
unpaid balances."
But as Student
Forum President, Jacob Steiger, says,
"Students are finally realizing it when
it hits them in the pocketbook."
Another issue that students are
realizing, and not understanding, is the
date when the unpaid balances began
accumulating interest fees. Neither
the letters explaining the policy nor
the recent bills were very clear on this
point. This and other questions on the
new policy are being considered by
the Student Forum.
The Student Forum met on October
17, and appointed
a committee
consisting of Steiger, Dan Koole,
Tania
Roosendaal,
and
Jon

Windemuller,
to look into the
problem. The committee is getting
student opinion and will present their
questions to Bernard DeWit and
Darrel Raih on Thursday, October 27.
A follow-up meeting is also being
planned for the next Monday or
Tuesday.
"We'll have to work
together to iron this out," says Steiger.
"The business office is trying to be
fair. We just have to give them 3.
chance to explain."
The Business Office does have
explanations.
All of the interest
earned goes into the current fund to
offset tuition cost. So in past years,
student A, who immediately paid his
tuition in full, wouldn't be able to
collect his own interest but would be
helping to offset tuition expense.
Meanwhile, Student B, regardless of
the amount owed, was only paying a
$2 per week fee, collecting his own
interest, and receiving the advantages
of Student A's payment offsetting
everyone else's tuition expense. In
other words, the new percentage rate
is more fair, and will allow a student
with any relatively 'small amount due
to get by cheaper than with last year's
$2 rate. "It can't be more equitable:
says DeWit.
After meeting with DeWit and Raih,
the Student Forum will issue a
statement on any conclusions made.
Until then, they are asking for
patience and cooperation from the
students.

Russian defector comes to Dordt
Press Release
Nationally renowned speaker, Dr.
Vladimir Sakharov, is coming to
Dordt on Tuesday, November I, to
speak on his native country, the Soviet
Union. He will speak about glasnost,
perestroika, and other facets of Soviet
politics in a 10:00 am. public lecture
in the chapeVauditorium.
At a special lunch gathering with
Dordt College personnel and special
guests, he will depict the political
situation in the Middle East and

answer questions.
Sakharov is the son of a KGB
colonel and was educated in Moscow's
prestigious Institute of International

• t·

Relations. Sent to the Middle East
with the diplomatic corp, he defected
to the United States by way of Saudi
Arabia, helped by the CIA.
Sakharov's book "High Treason" was
published in 1980 to widespread
acclaim.
Recently, he provided
testimony to a Senate sub-committee
on the problems faced by defectors to
the U.S., who, he argues, represent
important gains for the West.
With his background in Soviet
diplomacy
and a doctorate
in
international
relations
from the
University of Southern California, Dr.
Sakharov is sought after by policy
makers and media for his opinions on

the U.S.S.R. and foreign affairs.
He is a frequent guest on TV
network news and specials, including
CBS's "60 Minutes" and ABC's
"20/20." He also serves as advisor to
a number of American multinational
corporations in developing economic
and cultural relations with the Soviets.
An American citizen now. Dr.
Sakharov
is a professor
at the
University
of Arizona.
He has
conducted seminars for the FBI, the
Air Force,
and the Defense
Intelligence Agency.
His stop at
Dordt College is one among many on
his civic and community lecture

circuit.
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News Shorts

Sioux Center--The

Coast to Coast

Store in Sioux Center announced
Tuesday, October 25, that it will be
packing up and moving to Le Mars.
This is the second retailer to close its
doors after the opening of Walmart
last year. Ben Franklin closed earlier
this year.
When Walmart first made the

decision to open a store in Sioux
Center, some of the local businesses
and residents were concerned what
effects
it would have on local
businesses.
Before the opening of
Walman, City Development Director
Paul Clousing speculated
that the
discount store would not necessarily
hurt the existing businesses,
and
would
bring
the "comparative
shopper" to Sioux Center.
Clousing says it's true that more
people are shopping in Sioux Center.
"The dollars are here," he says.
However, it is difficult for the smaller
local retailer to compete with the big
discount store. Clousing suggests one
reason Coast to Coast may have
decided to move is that it is losing its
neighbor, Hy-Vee.
"Coast to Coast has been a real asset
to Sioux Center," said Clousing. "We
hale to see them move."

Dave O'Brien: The right
choice for congress
by Cbuck Adams
but could never morally approve of a
Most Dordt sWdents from the U.S.
know that George Bush and Michael
bill that woald assist in the murder of
thousands more American babies.
Dukakis are battling to become the
next President of the United States.
He has opposed aid to the
What they may not know is that if
Nicaraguan contras, one of the
they vote here in Sioux Center, as
ccrnerstones of his campaign.
most are expected to, they will also
O'Brien has also proposed a tax
face a choice between Sioux City
increase only for those who make over
lawyer Dave O'Brien, and former
$2oo,OOO--a group of tax payers
Hollywood actor Fred Grandy for
who've seen their taxes fall by over
Congressmen in Iowa's Sixth District.
40% while lower middle class families
One of the most important issues to
in the U.S. averaged a tax cut of
Christians in Northwest Iowa is the
between five and ten percent during
Reagan's tenure as President.
abortion issue. On this issue, Dave
O'Brien also has claimed he will be a
O'Brien is much closer than Grandy
stronger voice for Iowa on farm
to our conservative Christian
issues. Grandy supporters have
viewpoint against abortion. Grandy
emphasized the fact that Grandy is on
has publicly stated that the mother
the House Agriculwre Committee, an
should have the last say in case of an
important committee for an Iowan to
unwanted pregnancy. Later, be was
be a part of. Grandy's supporters
warned that taking a pro-cboice
attitude was a certain road to defeat in . claim O'Brien has little chance as a
freshman congressman of being
Northwest Iowa, and since then,
named to that committee. However,
Grandy has claimed a pro-life stance,
in recent years, congressmen have
although he avoids the issue as much
as possible.
been seated on committees more on
basis of skill, interest, and importance
As a strict Catholic, O'Brien opposes
to constituencies than ever before.
all forms of abortion, and opposes
O'Brien has attacked Grandy for not
funding for abortions both here in the
joining the battle to clean up ground
U.S. and around the world. He is
water. He supports programs to belp
somewhat worried about his own
farmers continue 10 be productive
party's reaction when he takes his first
while cutting down 011 fertilizer usc.
vOle against abortiOll. He says be
I urge you to vote for Dave O'Brien
realizes he will have 10 face pressure
for Sixth District Congressman.
from within his )ll\lt)' on such votes.

Dordt-"I don't need belp." "I'm not
dumb."
"I'm just having a few
problems."
Students always make
excuses so that their peers won't think
they are having any problems
in
school. The truth is very few students,
if any, have a 4.0 grade point average.
The Academic Skills Center (ASe)
has always been available to Dordt
students, but according to the Director
of ASC Pam De Jong, students often
are embarrassed
to go to the ASC.
The skills center has recently started
by Jay Hofland
issuing a new form to professors for
Fred Grandy was an actor. Fred
students who may need some help.
Grandy is the congressman for the
De Jong says jhat the forms are
Sixth District congressional seat.
designed to simplify communication
Fred Grandy opponents claim that
between her and the teachers in trying
Grandy is out of touch with his
to pinpoint the area in which the
constituents after living in California
student needs help. "It's meant to
during his acting career. But because
help," she says. "It's not a policing
of his name
face recognition as an
type thing."
actor, Grandy has been able to gain
The idea for the form was taken from
valuable seats on the Agriculture and
Northwestern College in Orange City
the Education & Labor committees.
where it has been used with some
While the district is split almost
success. De Jong says she hopes that
evenly
on the issue, Grandy has
students will have a positive reaction
always
supported aid to the Contra
so that some progress will be made in
rebels
in
Nicaragua. When questioned
overcoming the stigma of the ASC.
by theN'Wesl Iowa Review (October
Lorna Van Gilst, an English
21, 1988), Grandy said, "If it's selfprofessor at Dordt, says, "It's difficult
determination [in Nicaragua], then its
to get students to go to the center
self-determination for Daniel Ortega
unless you make it a requirement,"
and
Mikhail Gorbachev." Grandy
She says she would like to sec the
feels
that without the crucial support
image of the center change. "I don't
think the form will make a significanl . of the United States, Nicaragua will be
a Russian controlled country.
difference in auendance, but it might
Fred Grandy has nOt established a
help the professors in their recordstrong personal stance on the issue of
keeping," she says.
abortion. However, he has voted from
Both De long and Van Gilst hope
that students will react positively and a pro-life stanO!' respecting the beliefs
of the constituents in his district.
take advantage of the help that is
Dave O'Brien, this year's Democratic
availab!c to them.
.
nominee for congress has tried 10 sell
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Diamond
The Diamond u published by Iho .-..
of Dordt College to present and diKUI1
events on campus and beyond it. Any
lCllen, commc:nb or opinion. are welcome.
Contribution. to the Diamond mUll be
received by the Monday befOle publication.
Addn:ss conlrituiORl to:

Diamond
Dordt College
Sioux Ceuer, Iowa Sl2S0
The Diamond reserves the right to edit or
refuse publication of any contribution.
Editor In Chief: Galen Sinkey
AssIstant Editor: Sharon Ptuim
Copy Editor: Gina Va.
Gnpbks EdItor: Steve Mantel
Photo Editor: Paul Vande Kamp
Sports Editor: Sieve Hoogland
Starr: Chuck Adams
Alan Bandstra
Cerme Bok

Vicki DeWiu
John Dykstra

Angela Eriksen

Todd Eriksen
Helen Heyboer
Janelle Hofland
. Steve Hoogland
Karla Kamp
Diana Klungel
Leanne Meadows
Steve Mulder
Teri Nikkel
Aoyd Reitsma
Bryan Rubingh
John Van Dyk
Terese Van Gunst
James Verhoeven
Caroline VOl
Melanie Woldhuis
Jean Zcndervan
Advisor: Lorna Van Gilsr

Netherlandlc Studies
Program
Spring Semester

Fred Grandy:
No doubt about it

and

Oc1llber

of 1989

in Amsterdam

himself on the popularity of former
congressmen Berkley Bedell. "B ut
O'Brien is no Berkley Bedell .... He
doesn't understand the concerns of

small businessmen and his economic
development ideas are superficial at
best," says the October 14 N'wesi

Iowa Review .
"O'Brien wants to raise minimum
wage, a proposal that would be
devastating to most businesses in the

region." says the Review.
Grandy's ideas are more practical.
"He says we should wait for the
natural migration of young people
back into the district. Until that
happens, he says, we should harness
our elderly population; get them back
into the work force."
During his first term in office
Grandy has proven himself worthy of
the Sixth District Congressional seat.
He has influenced the outcome of the
Drought Relief bill, the Farm Credit
Assistance Act, and the 1986 Federal
Tax Reform Act.
Fred Grandy has provided excellent
leadership for the Sixth District
congressional seat.
FRED GRANDY FOR CONGRESS!
NO OOUBT ABOUT if!

Courses O".r«l
Dutch Language and Literature
Dutch Art and Architecture
Dutch Culture and Society
History of the Low Countries
International Marketing
IndIvidual Studies
For further Inform.tlon conge':
Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
Netherlandic Studies Program
Oordt College
.
Sioux Center, Iowa ·51250

Call collect (712) 722·3771
Ext. 6263 or 6261
Deadline: November 1,1111
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Herbicides no better
by A1Budslra
The AgricuJlure Stewardship Ceola'
has been werking in c:onnection with
Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFl) 10
provide information on mille effICient
farming techniques. Last spring, the
ASC began a four-year study on ridgetill planning and the implications it
has for herbicides.
Ridge-till is a fairly new style of
planling in which the farmer plants his
corn rows on ridges. Mr. Ron Yos,
ASC Manager, says that the idea of
this technique is to keep the plant
elevated where it will stay warm. At
the same time a compost pile of dead
stocks and leaves will accumulate in
the valleys between the ridges. The
nutrients from this decaying substance
can be used by the plants in later
years. It is also difficult for weeds to
grow through the residue between the
ridges, and this reduces the need for
chemicals.
This year the AFC planted a test plot
using ridge-till with and without
herbicide. Every twelve rows of com
contained six rows with berbicide and
six rows without. To make the test
more credible, the six row groups
were planted randomly rather than
alternating them.
This fall, the difference in yield
among the groups was measured and
found 10 he strikingly small. Overall,
the corn planted with herbicide
yielded just 1.3 bushels per acre more
than the corn planted without.
However, statistically this figure is
insignificant because some of the
groups without herbicide yielded
more. The cost of the herbicide came
to approximately $13 per acre. Mr.
Yos estimates that com would have to
be over ten dollars per bushel for
herbicide to payoff.

Grandy congratulates
Dordt
by Chuck Adams
Sixth District U.S. Congressman
Fred
Grandy,
who represents
Northwest and North central Iowa,
paid a visit to Dordt College on
Friday, October 14. When House
Speaker Jim Wright adjourned
Congress for the weekend, Grandy
made use of his extra day to
congratulate Dordt students on having
their school named as one of the top
colleges in the nation. He also used
this opportunity to attack the Civil
Rights Restoration Law, a law he says
discriminates against privately-run
colleges and universities.
But Grandy spent the bulk of his
time discussing the drug bill which
Congress has since passed. Grandy
agreed with the provisions of the bill
and spoke of his distress over Ilnding
a way 10 fund it, He was worried
about having the bill passed just
before an election, but having funding
ignored after the election.
Most students were either generally
in favor of the bill or knew 100 lill1e to
comment. Although, a few scattered
disagreements
were registered by
some students.
Grandy's visit was an opportunity
for some students 10 fmd out who their
congressman in Iowa is. Several were
surprised and somewhat amused 10
find they are being represented by the
actor who played Gopher on the
television show "The Love Boat."

_

table.

Dr. Delmar Yander Zee

of the

Biology Department compares
the process 10 a financial budget plan.

_,

Whereas a particular organization
plots on a chan where its money goes,
, ...
_..
•
the Stewardship
Center hopes to
4
2 2 determine where the nitrogen in the
• soil goes.
~
To measure the nitrogen in the soil,
workers must collect soil samples and
water samples on alternate weeks.
I
Water samples are taken either from
•
shallow wells (15-20 feet deep) or
from Iysimeters implanted in the
ground at one, three, or five feet.
Lysimeters
are cylindrical
instruments which collect water over a
periud of time. Brenda Meyers, a
Photoby PaulVande !<amp senior agriculture major, takes the
Brenda Meyers tests water tor nitrates
water samples and tests them in the
laboratory.. She pours the water into
test tuhes and adds a chemical which
reacts with the nitrate, turning the
water 10 a shade of green. Then she
compares the color of the water to a
calibrated color wheel, and determines
the nitrate content. Quantities over
. 45 parts per million may cause some
adverse effects in cattle and the
by Al Bandstra
the ground water.
environment, and anything over 100
The Leopold Center for Sustainable
Nitrogen exists as nitrate in the
parts per million is considered a health
Agriculture at Iowa State University
ground water. It travels with the water
hazard.
has awarded Dordt College a $25,000 from the soil up into the plant or
Soil and water samples are tested
Grant to study nitrogen in cropping
downward to the water table where it frequently so adjustments can be made
systems. The Agriculture Stewardship
in the amounts of fertilizer used, and
is lost, Researchers wish to monitor
Center is studying the flow of nitrate the amount of nitrogen that is being
researchers
can determine
the
in the ground 10 determine fertilizer
taken into plants and how much is potenlial for leaking heyond the root
needs and 10 limit contamination of leaking beyond the root zone to the systems and inlo the environment
. -

(

I ,.-
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College receives $25,000
for nitrogen study

Pucc.i's Family Restaurant
Pucci's

Evening Buffets
Every Monday Night is all the Spaghetti and
Garlic Bread you can eat.
5:30-7:30 P.M

Open 6 days a week!

Only $2.00

Every Tuesday Night is Pizza Buffet Night!
5:30 ·7:30 P.M. - ALLYOU CARE TO EAT:
Pizza. Taco Bar and

Phone:
722-4129

Only $3,79

Salad Bar

Kids 12 & Under· 25c Per Yr. of Age

Hours:
Until 11p.m. Weekdays
Until 12 p.m. Friday and Saturday

Every Wednesday Night is Fish Night!
5:30-7:30 P.M. - ALLYOU CARE TO EAT:
Fish, Cole Slaw, Fries
and Garlic Bread

Only $3.79

Kids 12 & Under· 25c Per Yr. of Age

Every Thursday Night is Mexican Night!
5:30 -7:30 P.M. - ALLYOU CARE TO EAT:
Mexican Buffet Night Includes:
Enchiladas. Nachos, Tacos,
Refried Beans, Taco Pizza

r-------------------,
+~RO~ $3.00 off
~

GO'S

Only $3.79

and Crispnos

Any Large Pizza
Free Delive~

Kids 12 &-Under· 25c Per Yr. of Age

Not valid with any other
discounts or coupons.

204 N. Main
Sioux Center
,L

Expires 11-10-88

~
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editorials

Are 'Oordt students pew potatoes?
by Galen Sinkey
If you haven't seen the new Banner, the October 24 issue, check out Rich
Bishop's cartoon on the bottom of page four. First youll see a father explaining
the concept of "couch potato" to his young son. "A couch potato," he says, "is a
lazy person wbo just sits around waiting to be entertained," Next you'll see the
young son punished, sitting in the comer, saying, "No mailer how good you
think his sense of humor is, never call your dad a pew potato."
Although the cartoon warns of the danger in identifying "pew potatoes," I'll
disregard it because a large number of Dordt students seem to fit this
description.
Dordt students evidently choose to attend the worship services that entertain
them the most This is obvious after watching where students worship as local
CRC ministers come and go.
Students probably get more out of a worship service--and particularly a
sermon--that is entertaining, interesting, and easy to understand. Let's face it;
some preachers just preach bener than others. It's more fun to listen to the
minister who can make us Iaugb at ourselves and others and still get the point

across on our level.
But this does not mean a Christian can pick one church over another just
because one pastor is a better preacher. Christians have a responsibility to
consider the church as a whole in deciding where to attend. Wben students
leave their home churches and come to Dordt in the fall, they need to ask
themselves what talents they have to offer and what churches need those talents
the most.
Are you good with kids? Maybe you should consider the church that needs
Sunday School teachers and nursery attendants. Are you talented in music?
Take a second look at the church whose choir needs that extra tenor or soprano.
Maybe a certain deaconal ministry of the church needs someone like you. I

guarantee that you will grow more spiritually and have a more positive
experience if you get involved in a church ministry, even if the pastor is a little
bland or dry on the pulpit. Consider which church is best able to minister to
you. Are there members of the congregation who can relate to you and your
needs? Is the congregation willing to reach out and befriend you?
.
Unfortunately, I see a lack of this kind of consideration on the pan of Dordt
students. First CRC in Sioux Center used to have about 450 students a Sunday.
Now First is reportedly down to about 150 students a Sunday while while
student attendance at Covenant CRC has increased dramatically.
In the last few
years, many students participated in First's choir. This year the choir has no
students from Dordt. And I know there are still students around that heard
First's former pastor Rev. Hellinga's farewell sermon. He assured us Ihat the
congregation and the new pastor would continue to minister to us after he was
gone and he asked us not to leave when the pastorate became vacant.
Since then, many Dordt students have turned into pew potatoes. They seem
to pick the church that provides the least disruption to their day, that is, the one
that allows them to sleep in the latest and get out.at night the earliest. Covenant
CRC's widely used nickname "Convenient" demonstrates this fact even further.
Students complain about the pastors who preach on a deeper level, requiring
attentive listening, even though they could have learned somelhing new. Those
pastors are "so horing" and they "put me to sleep," they say. Instead, they pick
the church that gives the most entertainment. kind of like the way we pick sit

comson TV.
Next Sunday morning, you and your friends will have to decide which
worship service to attend. I encourage you to carefully consider your talents
and the needs of the church. And when you pick a church, get involved in it and
stay there. Sioux Center churcbes don't need anymore pew potatoes from Dordt
College.

letters to the editor
Excessive fees

Poor lecture series attendance

To the Editor:
Dordt established several new
policies this year concerning the
payments of fees. One of the new
policies is the requirement which
states that the fees for the semester
must be paid in full at the beginning
of the semester. The total of these

in east campus pays $980 a year in
rent. This means that 48 Dordt
students living in one building pay
$47,040 to live there for 9 months,
This pencils out to be over $650 a
month for an apartment with six
people in it. This figure seems

fees for a junior or senior is

excessive

approximately $3,500 if they live in
the light-housekeeping
apartments.
Deposits and Grant-in-aid reduce this
arnount to approximately $3,300. The
remaining $3,300 is reduced by the
amount of fmancial aid and student
loans a person receives. The balance
left is supposed to be paid at
registration.
At first glance this seems like a fair
policy. However, it actually adds
unnecessary expense to Dordt
students. The student who receives
little or no financial aid must pay the
full $3,300 at the beginning of the
semester. If the money is borrowed
from parents or the bank, students
have to pay extra interest on these
loans. Dordt can then invest this
money for the extra six weeks allowed
under the old policy, If the average
student would have paid $500 at the
six week mark instead of at
registration, at 10% interest, Dordt
makes an extra $6,060 off of 970
students in just six weeks. This alone
could make Dordt an extra $12,000 a
year.
The second pan of this editorial deals
with other fees which I see as
excessive at Dordt. A student living

apartment in Sioux Center. Allowing
$20,000 a year for taxes, utilities, and
maintenance, what happens to the
other $27,ooo?
Last week many of you were sent a
bill for any remaining fees at Dordt
None of the bills listed a due date on
them and yet when students went in to
pay them, they found they had been
fined wilh an interest charge. No
business I have ever heard of charges
interest from the date of billing, and I
feel that it is unfair for Dordt to do
this.
I realize that Dordt is one of the
cheapest private colleges to attend in
this area. However, I feel that a
review of some of the policies and
charges listed above would help to
keep Dordt affordable in the future as
well as eliminate misunderstandings.
Dordt will only he able to offer an
education from a Christian perspective
if its potential students can afford to
attend Dordt.
I would like to invite a response from
anyone in Dordt's bosiness nffice who
can address some of the concerns
.which I have voiced here.

compared

Jay Hofland

to

renting an

To the Editor:
Four weeks ago, the Fall Faculty
Lecture Series dealt with the
evolution/creation
debate, an issue of
great concern within the Christian
community today. Other than Van
Till's lecture, which many students
were required to attend, there were
very few students who were present
and this is disturbing.
Numerous students expressed a
genuine interest in the Lecture Series
topic but were unable to attend due to
a number of tests and large
assignments which were due that
week. Faculty and administrators
have always recommended stndents to
attend and participate in the lectures,
However, attending can he a problem
when professors have heavy
assignments due. Professors should
take the Lecture Series into
consideration when scheduling the
tests and assignments for the semester.
Or else the lectures should he moved a
few weeks abead or back so that they
don't conflict with the first round of
tests.
However, low studeat auendence is
also a result of lack of knowledge
and/or interest. A few students
weren't even aware that the CRC
community is presently dealing
extensively with the topic of
creation/evolution
(to the point of
heing discussed at Synod). Read
almost any issue of The Banner from
the past year and you can fmd a letter
to the editor or an article on the topic.
Tomorrow's elders, deacons, teachers,

pastors, Synodical

members,

social

workers, farmers, nurses, bankers, and
parents. are today's students.
Students, as well as faculty and
administrators (for here attendence is
also lacking-it
is usually the same
20-30 faculty memhers), need to he
aware and concerned with those issues
which concern the church of Christ.
How can we fully act in our calling to
be servants of Christ if we aren't even
aware of what is occurring within the
church?

Name

withheld upon request.

Profanity
To the Editor:
The Lord knows I'm not pure. I've
never considered myself prudish about
vulgarity. But profanity offends me,
terribly, especially when its shouted.
Some of what passed from the lips of
Dordt kids at last Friday night's
hockey game was sinful; even more I
found it offensive.
I loved th~ game. It was close all
theway, rough and tough-or so it
seerned--without
being dirty.
But I took my kids, and I just don't
know if well go again. It's a shame.
In fact. it's a whole lot worse than just

ashame.
Sincerely,

Dr. James C. Schaap
Department

of English

Diamond
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Government sanctioned murder?
To the Editor:
In a recent Diamond editorial, Chuck
Adams correctly diagnosed the
myopic view of many Christians who
call themselves "pro-lifers." I agree
with Adams that we must support the
sanctity of life for hoth the unborn as
well as the rest of humanity, for all
humanity is created in the image of
God (Gen 1:27). Yet when Adams
states, "Someone who claims he of she
is pro-life, yet supports the death
/
penalty, has revealed a major
inconsistency in him or ber," he
himself reveals his own inconsistency
as well as a misunderstanding of
Scripture. Tragically, too many
Christians fail to recognize that the
Word of God addresses itself to this
very issue, but with the result of
supporting capital punishment Allow
me to explain.
When Adams equates abortion,
euthanasia, or homicide with capital
punishment, which be refers to as
"government sanctioned murder," he
makes a fundamental error in
confusing the breaidng of God's law

Commentary, "This is a remarkable
with the execution of God's justice by
passage for the pwpose of proving the
means of the State. God tells His
right of the sword; for if the Lord, by
people in Genesis 9:6 that "whoever
arming the magistrale, has also
sheds the blood of man, by man shall
his blood be shed, for in the image of
committed him the use of the sword,
whenever he visits the guilty with
God has God made man." Murder .
testifies hatred of both God and man, . death, by executing vengeance, he
his image-bearer. And God will not
obeys His commands. Contend then
leave that sin unpunished, for if that
do they with God who think it
were to happen, chaos would reign
unlawfnl to shed the blood of wicked
men" (483). In other words, those
supreme.
.
who donbt the State's authority to
God does not allow man to take the
law into his own hands, but rather uses uphold capital punishment question
God's use of the State as His means of
the State as His divine implement to
administer justice. As Romans 13:4b justice.
1 have no doubt in my mind that
states, "But if you do wrong, be afraid,
Adams wishes to promote justice on a
for he [the State] does not bear the
global basis, but we must not neglect
sword for nothing. He is God's
the blueprint God has established in
servant, an agent of which to bring
His Word for the administration of
punishment on the wrongdoer." God
justice. Man must he found faithful in
has established the State as the sole
adhering to God's commands, and for
means of executing justice, including
that reason I suppon the use of capital
justice in the case of murder. Capital
punishment
punishment can be justified, for God
has mandated that the State, as pan of
In Christ,
its office, must avenge the murders of
i'l!nl R. Iperna
His image-bearers. Speaking of
Romans 13:4, John Calvin says in his

a

Library privileges restricted
To the students of Dordt College:
-Three weeks ago, Student Forum met
with Mrs. Hulst and Dr. Ribbens
concerning the library problem. As a
result of that meeting, we drafted a
letter to the students that expressed
our support for the librarians in how
they handle those students who
consistently disrupt the study
allllospbere in the library.
Our support is based on the rationale
that the library's primary pwpose is to
provide reference materials for the
college as efficiently as possible. This
takes a lot of time on the pan of the
librarians. The next purpose of the
library is to provide a quiet place for
students to study. Quiet places to
study are in great demand on campus
and the library is needed to provide
this service.
There have been two overriding

problems in the past years. First of
all, students have not helped maintain
a quiet atmosphere in the library (also
a resnlt of oven:rowding--a problem
that a new library addition will take
care 01). Secondly, the librarians have
been forced to divert time from their
primary role as librarians to act as
"police" .- a role they do not enjoy.
We have lost the privilege of having
the library open until midnight, a
result of students taking advantage of
not having any librarians around and
of making too much noise. We all
know that this is true. The library was
open until 12:00 was to provide that
quiet place for students to study.
Both Student Forum and the library
staff regret that it had to come to a
loss of this privilege. To those
students who use and need that hour to

study, we apologize. At the same
time, we ask that you direct your
frustration to the students who
consistently are disruptive-not to the
library staff. The library staff has
given us several chances to prove
ourselves, yet has threatened to close
the library down for that hour if the
situation did not improve.
I ask for your cooperation in this. If
we eventually ask the library staff to
restore that hour, we need to rust
prove that we can work togedter as a
college community and maintain a
good study atmosphere at all times on
ourowo.
As the situation stands now, Student
Forum and I suppon the library staff

in this decision.
Respectfully submitted,
Jacob Steiger

Celebrate
Reformation
by Dan Mennega
October
3lst--known
as
Reformation Day but probably better
known as Halloween-seems often to
be associated more with smashing
pumpkins than with reflecting on
God's providence as an influence in
the faith we claim.
Reformation Day is an important
celebration for Christians, not only to
look at the historical church but also
to discover ways that we as college
students can be reformers in the
twentieth century.
Dr. Paul Schrotenboer, of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, is the speaker for
the annual Reformation Day lecture
series, sponsored by the Dordt College
Studies Institute. Schrotenboer is the
General Secretary of the Reformed
Ecumenical Council (REq. .
The REC is an organization of more
than 30 denominations worldwide,
and encourages Biblical guidance in
mission, theological
study, and
Christian social action. Schrotenboer
will speak on "The Calling of the
Church in A Changing World."
His first lecture, on Thursday
October 27, is entitled "The Social
Calling of the Church." At 3:30,
Schrotenboer will address the issue of
the needs of poor people. He will note
how the World Council of Churches
(WCC) and the REC differ in their
approach to meeting the needs of the
poor. Poverty is a crisis effecting
many areas of the U.S., as well as the
rest of the world; let's be aware of
what the church can do about it.
Today's worldwide church is being
divided
by
doctrinal
and
denominational
differences.
Schrotenboer's address "The Church's
Ecumenical Calling" stresses the
importance of the Church being united
in the Word of God, rather than
divided over which denomination is
the only right one. The lecture will be
held at 7:30 p.m. in C160.
Schrotenboer can also be heard in the
morning chapel service.
Help celebrate the Reformation: Be
a pan of it!
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by Karla Kamp
Right on campus we have five new
directors who are putting what they
have learned in their Theater Arts
class into practice.
On Decem ber 9 and 10 at New
World Theater, these directors will be
in the limelight, as they each direct or
co-direct a one act play. Here's a brief
overview of the performances.
as
explained by Vern Meyer, along with
the directors and seen for the first
time-the last!
Flounder Complex, directed by
Nancy Schiehout and Joy Kadyk, is a
story of a neurotic woman who wants
to hire a companion to help her deal
with ber increasing problems related
to blindness. What the woman doesn't
know when she comes for an

. interview is that the neurotic woman is
by Karla Kamp
Dreams.
We all have them.
Sometimes they become reality, but
other times they are never quite within
grasp-we're
always reaching out
with hope, but they never take hold.
This semester's main 'Fheater Arts'
performance Of Mice and Men is a
play about a dream: tWlr 1'(IeII, Lennie
and George, depend on eaCh other to
fulfill their dream of running a farm,
VemMeyerhasdecidedtodirectOf
Mice asd Men to expose the audience
to John Steinbeck,
a prominent
American writer, and to naturalism, a
world view which holds that man is
dominated by his environment and
heredity, only the strongest survive,
the weak are left to die. Of Mice and
Men also gives the opportunity to deal
with the issue of euthanasia, a theme
the Theater Arts Department has been
hoping to explore for some time.
The main thrust of the play,
according to Meyer, is the need each
character
has for meaningful
communication with another human
being. The characters each have a
pipe dream, a dream which can never
be achieved, regarding how to realize
this meaningful relationship. When
problems arise, the dreams cannot
come to fruition.
Meyer emphasizes the idea of the
dream throughout the entire play; it is
incorporated in the set, costumes,
posters, programs, lighting, makeup,
and design. Meyer reports that John
Hofland, the stage manager of the
production, "captures the concept of
the dream. Four broken characters in
this play dream of a peaceful
communal life on 'some little ranch' in

'some obscure place'. Hofland keeps
that dream in front of the audience and
out of reach of the characters through
the medium of projections."
Meyer believes that his focus as a
director is "on telling the story and
telIing it well: by being able to
personify the characters and their
conflicts on an open stage. Meyer's
comments, "It seems to me it is crucial
for a Christian institution to produce a
naturalistic script like Of Mice and
Men in a gutsy, honest manner that
enables the audience and performing
company to have an opportunity to
explore in a fair and open manner the
nature of a naturalistic world view."
In order to present a naturalistic world
view, Meyers finds it necessary to
retain parts of the script which may be
offensive to some. "The script has a
great deal of profanity: says Meyers,
"Some vulgarity, and many forceful
expletives have been retained for the
development of characters, plot, and
theme."
While watching Of Mice asd Men,
remember the theme of the dream, and
the world view of naturalism. FinaUy,
keep the director's purpose in mind:
"I want the audience to know who
Lennie is as a mentally disabled
human being. I want the audience to
struggle with George's choice at the
conclusion of the playas be holds the
loaded pistol, finger 00 trigger, against
Lennie's bead."
Of Mice and Men proves to be a
stunning performance. Performances
will be held November 4, 5, II, and
12 at 8:00 in TePaske Theater.
Tickets can be reserved at the Box
Office.
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Casting:
Flounder Complex
Nan - Michele Cobb
Lily - Vonda Sjaardema
Graceland
Rootie-D~laTer~ten
Bev - Deb Netz
Eulogy
Kathrine - Brenda Atsma
Ben - Duane Kraavenbrink
are directing Grace/and. The play
takes play takes place at the gate of
Elvis Presley's estate. Two female
fans camp out in front of the gate to
compete to he the first viewer of the

"King's" estate, his posthumous era.
Eulogy, directed by Karen Huizinga,
deals with a husband and wife and
their baule to bury the ghosts of past
relationships and then to define the
terms of their present marriage.

Dutch student from
Brazil travels to Dordt
by Helen Heyboer
"When you're surrounded" by other
Miles from home, sophomore
Christians you can discuss your faith
Margrietha Schalkwijk arrived at openly," she says, "We can gain
Dordt after traveling all the way from knowledge from others and from our
Brazil. Margrietha's parents have
Christian education to enable us to
been missionaries in Brazil aU her life. grow."
She was hom during a family vacation
Margrietha plans on returning to
in Holland. Raised in Brazil, her Brazil after this year to complete her
original language is Ponugese.
studies in psychology, She is open to .
"Brazil is not a jungle. We have
other possibilities and might even
houses, roads, sports, and even fun, come back to the U.S. to work on her
just like you do here!"
says
master's degree.
Margrietha.
"Wben you stan to travel you can't
She attended a university in Brazil .stop," she says, "It's fascinating to see
for two and a half years, majoring in other cultures.
It enables you to
psychology. Margrietha had to pass a grow."
comprehensive exam that covered aU
her high school studies before she
could be accepted into college. She
spent her last year of high school
preparing for this test. In Brazil, the
colleges do not have dorms so the
students live at home. The normal
work load is seven classes.
Margrietha beard ahout Dordt from
her brother-in-law, Paulo Ribeiro, who
is an Engineering professor at DordL
Margrietha said there were three
reasons for attending Dordt. "First, I
wanted to he able to see the Christian
perspective in psychology, second, Ul
be able to use the English language
and improve my fluency, and third, to
get out and experience college living
in a different culture."
Many challenges have confronted
Margrietha. She has had to adjust to
reading everything in English and to
meeting new people.
Margrietha fInds the people at Dordt MargrtethB SChBlkwljk
friendly and the faculty helpful.
Pl1cto by Paul Vande Kamp
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Renae Schuiteman
•
Gretchen Dirksen
:
20 2nd Street N£ Sioux Center.
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armed and ready to kill anything or
anyone she fears.
Bryan Klazinga and Kathy Powell
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"Glass Menagerie"
appears

on Dordt's screen

by Carolyn Vos
The movie this Friday night is
Tennessee
William's
the "Glass
Menagerie. "
It's the story of a mother, a son, and a
daughter living in SI. Louis. The
mother is obsessed in finding a suitor
for her crippled daughter; the son is
frustrated with his mother, his job at
the warehouse, and his "boxed-in"
life. The movie revolves around the
quest for a suitor, the pressures on the
son 10 find one, and what happens one
night when the suitor comes 10dinner.
The film is directed by Paul
Newman, and has a cast of familiar
faces.
Newman's
wife, Joanne
Woodward, is excellent as the mother.
She shows the pathetic side of being
caught up in the past of "the Old
South;" she is so eccentric. so strange,
that we can laugh. Yet in a strange
sense we can relate to her uniqueness.
She is so full of love and so concerned
about her children. We all see a bit of
our own mothers in Woodward's
performance.
Karen Allen's perfoonance as Laura
is also excellent. She..is so meek.and
so painfully shy that we sympathize
with her. Allen lruiy shines in her role

as Laura, a girl caught up in a world of
tioy glass figurines.
"The Glass Menagerie" is full of
strong symbolism. Laura, due to her
handicap,
is like a fragile glass
unicorn--so unique and special. But
the night the suitor comes, what
happens when the hom falls off the
unicorn, making it just like all the
other horses?
Seeing the "Glass Menagerie" as a
film and not a play has some strong
advantages, Tbe narrator leads you
through the story, bringing you back
and forth through past and present.
But by seeing the movie, the audience
is drawn right into the story, we see
the characters close up, W.!' even sense
the "boxed-in" feeling. Newman does
a good job of using film 10 draw us
into what's happening.
This isn't an action film--itS a film
based on a play. But the action deaJs
with the interaction of these people.
It's depressing, serious, engaging, yet
entertaining.
It's not real, but
somehow it is. Newman does do a
fine job in making this play into •
film. It gives everyone something III
identify with. "The Glass Menagerie"
is quite a rewarding experience.

TENNESSEE

WILLIAMS

THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Back to the Elizabethan
by Steve Mulder
role of Lord High Chamberlain (the
A dimly lit banquet hall; a flute
"master of ceremonies").
plays in the background,
and a
The Madrigal Dinner is drenched in
harpsichord; a knight in shining armor
music and meniment with members of
stands by the castle walls; a jester is the Dordt College Concert Choir as
playing a practical joke on the IIUlII hosts dressed in full Medieval
silting next 10 you; a beggar lUgS on costume. They punctuate the phases
your coat; the head table boasts brass
of the evening celebration
with
candlesticks;" silnr goblets, and a pompous processionals,
familiar
stuffed boIr's head with a lerncn iD its Christmas carols, and keen-witted
mouth; dancers stamp in time with the joking.
Besides
the candlelit
music; everyone is telling jokes and . atmosphere, the music of the choir,
laughing; the women are wearing
minstrels, and harpsichord, guests are
elaborate dresses and bunches of treated 10 a full Old English feast of
jewelry; the men are dressed in tights roast pork, trimmed in full from the
and have hats with plumes ...
wassail drink to the last crumb of
Is it a dream? Have you been caught
flaming figgy pudding.
in some strange time-warp? Heavens,
The Concert Choir is sponsoring
no! Yon are a guest at a Christmas
three such Madrigal Dinners this year,
feast in the 17th century Elizabethan
December 2 and 3 (Friday, Saturday)
style; a Dordt College Madrigal
and Decemher 10 (Saturday). General
Dinner.
tickets cost $12 and tickets for Dordt
This year's dinner promises 10 be students are $10. Tickets go on sale
especially
exciting
as History
November I and are available at the
professor Arnold Koekkoek plays the Dordt College Box Office (722-6430).
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sports

Blades tie and wi n in
opener

-

Fred Wllgenburg and a SD$U opponent ban,. for control of the
ball.
• '
Photo by Angela Eriksen

Soccer team prepares
for playoffs
by Todd Eriksen
The Dordt soccer team brought- its
record up to an impressive 13·2 after
four victories in the past two weeks.
The Defenders have now won their
past seven games and thirteen of the
last fourteen.
On October 13 Dordt played UNO
at Omaha, Nebraska, Dordt has never
played well in Omaha and victories at
UNO are few and far between, For
the majority of the game it looked as if
UNO's
home dominance
would
continue. UNO scored the games first
goal on a breakaway near the end of
the first half and held that lead for a
good part of the game. As the clock
ticked toward another Dordt defeat,
the Defenders regrouped and staged
one last thrust. Their persistence paid
off and with 7:42 left in the game
Simon De Jong launched a shot the
UNO goal keeper could only parry.
The loose ball wound up on Khamko
Baccam's
feet and he casually
thundered it home from a tough angle.
Three minutes later "Mr. Consistency"
Jim-Colyn scored the game winner on
a pass from Ray Middel.
Dordt's next game pitted the
Defenders against a strong Wanburg
team. The Defenders strong passing
game was again in top form and they
routed Wartburg 5-0. Colyn found
the net twice, while Middel, Phoung
Nonginthirath and Roger Ewald each

Against SDSU, Colyn continued his
goal scoring rampage by scoring twiee
and adding an assist. Baccam also
scored twice and De Jong, Jeff
Weisies and Jeff Faber also scored one
as Dordt won a big victory. However,
they scored only seven goals and were
disappointed
by other
missed
opportunities,
Dordt then travelled to Waverly,
Iowa. to playa rematch with Wanburg
at their homecoming. Dordt came out
very flat and was surprised by
Wartburg's fire. The first halfs only
highlight was a header by Ewald.
Dordt struggled to keep the lead as
Wartburg pushed forward time and
time again.
The skill of Dordl's
hardened defense thwarted all the
attempts.
The Defender's
one remaining
regular 'season game is Saturday
against SI. Paul Bible college. The
Defenders have beaten SI. Paul Bible
once earlier this year, 4-2.
November 4-5 will take Dordt to the
Des Moines for the District 15
playoffs.
The team will face
competition because the playoffs bring
out the best in every team and anyone
can win. Dordt stands a good chance
at winning this years playoffs, but a
Cinderella Grandview team and the
powerhouse Marycrest team will do
anything to make this prediction fall
short.

scored one.

"Come Exercise Two For One"
Mary Boote
Certified Instructor
Ph. (712) 439-2441

Mon., Wed., Fri., 8:30 A.M.
sat., 9:00 A.M.

* Tues., Thurs.,

by Edgar Veldman
Over the past four years Dordt
students have seen tuition increase,
book prices increase, and gas prices
increase. About the only thing that
has remained stable is a Dordt Blades
hockey ticket, still priced at one
dollar. With this economic value in
mind, roughly 300 Blades fans
journeyed up to Sioux "City Friday
night to cheer on the new-look Blades
in their borne opener against the Sioux
City All-stars.
Bolstered by the addition of some
fine freshman and rookies, the Blades
came out flying in the first period of
play.
Both teams had several
excellent scoring opportunities as the
game began to heat up. Rookie goalie
John DeHoog, replacing injured James
Koetsier, made several outstanding
saves but surrendered a goal to the
All-stars midway thruugh the period.
The first period ended with the Blades
trailing 1-0.
The second period opened with
Dordt missing a couple of break away
opportunities.
Dordt finally hit the Phil Mlnderhoud sets tor a fBce
scoreboard late in the second period off.
Photo by Angela Eriksen
when Dave Tilstra let a slapshot go
from the blueline evading the Sioux Salurday afternoon in Sioux City. A
smaller, yet highly vocal crowd
City goaltender, giving the Blades
their first goal of the '88-'89 season. witnessed Dordt's offense on fire as
they connected for four first period
Two minutes later Bill Vanderkooi
found a wide open Wayne Dykstra in goals and a quick 4-0 lead. John
front of the net and Dykstra quickly DeHoog once again came up big for
deposited the puck into the Sioux City the Blades, thwarting the Sioux City
goal. This gave Dordt a 2-1 lead to offense. In the second period Dordt
lost its four point cushion but did hold
the end the second period.
The third period opened on a sour to a 6-3 lead.
In the third period the Blades
note for the Blades as Sioux City
scored on a well executed 2 on I to tie combined for five goals while only
the score at 2-2. The Smithers line allowing two. More importantly, they
(Roger Ewald, Ed Kronemeyer, and returned to the well executed team
Tim Veenstra all hail from Smithers, play they had showed in the first
B.C.) hooked up for the Blades third period. Tim Veenstra led the scoring
goal. Ewald shoveled a pass over to parade with 4 goals in the game while
Kronemeyer and his low shot beat the Bill Vanderl<ooi and Ed Kronemeyer
Sioux City.goaltender to move Dordt each had a pair. Single markers went
out in fronl-3-2. Sioux City answered to Phil Minderhoud, Ed Minderhoud,
just 24 seconds later with their own and Kevin Zandberg.
goal and once again the score was
Co-captain Phil Mioderhoud stated
deadlocked.
Arnold Rumph soon after the game that he was very
gave Dordt a 4-3 lead as he scored off pleased with the Blades performance
a scramble in front of the Sioux City this weekend. Minderhoud pointed
net. This see-saw battle continued as out the need however to start back
Sioux City scored two quick goals checking more aggressively
and
giving them a 5-4 lead. The clock moving the puck out of their own end
dwindled
to 2:26 before
Tim more efficiently in future games.
Veenstra's hard wristshot heat the Minderhoud also credited the strong,
Sioux City goalie, sending the partisan hard working defensive foursome of
Dordt crowd borne, happy to salvage a Joel Kamp, Doug Veenstra, Greg
5-5 tie.
Vandenop, and Jeff Burgsma as key
factors in both games.
The two teams hit the ice again

4:30 P.M.

Mon., Tues., Wed., 6:00 P.M.
VoUeyb.U (12-15)
Nursery Available

FIrst Vis" Always Free

Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
"Where keeping fit is fun"
315 !stAve. N.E.
Sioux Center, Iowa

Dordt 3
Wayne State 3
Neb. Wesleyan 3
Dordt 3
Dordt 3
Northwestern 3
Dordt 3
Morningside 3

Concordia 1

Dorm I

Dordt2
Dordt S

Soccer (13·2)
UNO I

DordtO
So. Nazarene 2
USD I
Dordtl

Dord,7

Wartburg 0
SDSU I

Dordr l

WanburgO

MlManyl

DordtS

Dordt 0

Dordtll

Hockey (1-0-1)
Sioux City 5 (tie)
Sioux City 5

